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key performance indicator
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model predictive control
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1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the document
This document describes the analysis results for the cross-simulations performed in work package WP5
“Modelling and Analysis” of the SmILES project.
One of the main goals of the SmILES project is to combine the modelling and simulation expertise of the
research partners in the field of energy system modelling and simulation. The focus is set to local energy
systems with multiple energy sources like heat and electricity. These systems shall be extended by
storage systems in order to increase the amount of renewable energy used by the local system.
However, there is no easy answer to this question. The possible solution space is too big to be answered
by a single researcher group. Therefore, we first developed a method to exchange models for whole
systems, parts thereof and use cases including optimization strategies. By using this method, the PreCISE
approach, partners of the SmILES consortium are able to exchange the modelling and simulation
experience and they can focus on the optimization of system details, which e.g. a require specific toolchain or domain expert knowledge. Hence, for answering specific aspects for local multi-energy systems
considering storage components, four cross-simulation scenarios were defined and presented in the
deliverable D4.4 “Specification of the evaluation procedure”. Each of the cross-simulation partners DTUKIT, AIT-EDF and EIFER-EDF-AIT investigates a system configuration and optimized the solution of
research question, which usually is encoded in one or more Key Performance Indicators (KPI). This
document summarizes the analysis results of the optimization studies for the different cross-simulations
studies as well as results from partners’ studies, which have been performed on individual use cases. As
by the due date of this deliverable D5.3 not all optimization runs were finalized, this document reflects
the current status of the work. The final results will be distributed on the Shared Data and Information
Platform (SDIP) and can be found on: https://www.ecria-smiles.eu/downloads.

1.2 Structure of the document
Section 2 briefly introduces the investigated system configurations, both, cross-simulation and individual
partners’ systems. Section 3 presents the analysis of the results of the extensive optimization runs.
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2

Overview of optimized system configurations

The modelling and simulation process of energy systems comprising multi energy domains like heat and
electricity is very complex. By adding storage devices like lithium-ion batteries or heat storage tanks and
the coupling of different sectors (e.g. electrified transport) the complexity even increases. This
complexity is represented by four cross-simulated system configurations.
The first one, Smartdorf, contemplates aspects of coupling heat and electricity by utilizing electric
boilers as storage and energy conversion elements. The main renewable energy source is PV. The
optimization aims to operate an electric heater with a thermal storage tank in a way to maximize the
use of local photovoltaic generation.
The second cross-simulation, Collectopia, aims to implement an autonomous heating system for a
village. It couples heat and electricity by a heat pump and provides water storage tanks. The KPI is the
“Exergy”, which is all externally imported energy (heat and electricity). Locally available renewable
energy is provided by a PV-plant. Goal of the optimization is to minimize the Exergy.
The third cross-simulation, SmartFab/FlexOffice (SFFO), couples heat and electricity by heat pumps and
considers lithium-ion batteries and uses an activatable concrete core of the office building as heat
storage element. SFFO provides highly granular data (up to 5 seconds sampling time) and highly detailed
component models. Goal of the cross-simulation is to find a method to integrate the complex SFFO
model into the Nordhavn model without losing too much significant information.
Cross-simulation number four, Nordhavn, is set up to identify if parts of the Nordhavn system
configuration can be simulated in a different tool-chain. On the one hand the huge district electric
battery of Nordhavn will be integrated in the SmartFab/FlexOffice system, on the other hand the district
heating network will be transferred to KITs FlexOffice component. The goal is to investigate scaling
techniques for model components, which could be reused in Upscaling approaches as well as to identify
limits of KIT’s MATLAB/Simulink tool-chain, as the model of the district heating network is fairly large
and complex.
Next to the cross-simulations we investigated two company internal use cases. These are the use case
“SmartFab/FlexOffice (SFFO) electrical peak shaving” and “FlexOffice – Thermal”. The SFFO electrical
peak shaving use case is based on the SFFO system configuration as outlined above, however, three
different scenarios to optimize the utilization of the battery are investigated. The FlexOffice – Thermal
use case investigates ….. to be finished.
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2.1 Smartdorf cross-simulation (AIT-EDF)
2.1.1 System Configuration
Smartdorf reflects the virtual energy situation of a fictional rural village in Austria. It is hosting a small
number of residential homes, offices and workshops. A high share of the building stock is connected to a
district heating network that is supplied by a central gas-fired boiler. Generation from rooftop
photovoltaic power plants covers a significant part of the annual electric energy demand. Electric boilers
are installed in the district heating network with the aim to further increase the self-consumption of
photovoltaic generation at a network scale.

Fig. 1: Cross-simulation of Smartdorf by AIT-EDF

2.1.2 Use-case description for the cross-simulation

2.1.3 Cross-simulation goals
The methodological approaches for simulation and optimization developed by the two partners AIT and
EDF differ on multiple levels. While EDF specializes in design optimization, the AIT is specialized in cosimulation of network structures and system control. Hence, in the Smartdorf cross-simulation
approach, EDF optimizes the design (capacity) of integrated heat storage and conversion components
(boilers) and AIT optimizes the integration of the boilers into the grid and its controllability (see Fig. 1).

2.1.4 Workflow
The practical realization of the PreCISE approach is described in Fig. 2. In the exchange phase, AIT
extracts the relevant information for modelling Smartdorf and summarizes the information in the
PreCISE templates, along with a concise input data set and a test case. This system description is
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transferred to and modelled by EDF in their specific tool-chain. EDF optimizes the total conversion and
storage capacity of the boilers in the system design phase and transfers the results back to AIT. AIT
integrates the total conversion and heat storage capacity and validates the controllability of the heat
network in the control validation phase.

Fig. 2: Practical realization of the PreCISE approach for the Cross-simulation of Smartdorf by AIT-EDF
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2.2 Collectopia cross-simulation (EIFER-EDF-AIT)
2.2.1 System Configuration
In a city in the North of France, the construction of an eco-district aims at promoting the solutions for
sustainable and environmental-friendly cities. Collectopia roughly covers an area of 10 ha and contains
several building like single houses, office buildings and a greenhouse. Heat, cold and hot water are
generated by the green house and locally distributed back up boilers. An aquifer is used as long-term
thermal storage device. The heat is transferred via a 4th generation district heating network, designed
to work at lower temperatures of about 45 °C. The principal system breakdown is depicted in Fig. 3.
Collectopia System Configuration for Cross-Simulation
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Fig. 3: schematic breakdown the “Collectopia“ system configuration

2.2.2 Use-case description for the cross-simulation
In summer time, the local heat pump fulfill the cooling needs of the greenhouse. The heat energy is
recovered at the condenser, injected to the low-temperature DHN and stored in the long-term storage
tank. Domestic hot water (DHW) needs of the residential and tertiary buildings are covered by local heat
pumps. All PV panels (on the residential and tertiary buildings) form a local distribution grid to enable
collective self-supply. Small local buffer tanks are used to increase the self-consumption rate (daily
cycles).
In winter time, the heating demand (greenhouse, residential and tertiary buildings) is covered by the
DHN and the local heat pumps. The long-term storage tank is used to increase the self-consumption rate
(cycles over longer periods). Fig. 4 illustrates a simplified system implementation for the “summer” and
“winter” use case.

Fig. 4: Schematic overview for the use-case system implementation
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The contemplated time interval of the use-case covers seasons like summer or winter. The minimum
simulation time step is in case of EIFFER’S simulation a day, EDF updates its simulation every 72 hours
and AIT every 15 minutes.

2.2.3 Cross-simulation goals
Goal of the Collectopia cross-simulation is to design the energy infrastructure of Collectopia in order to
maximize the use of local energy (electricity from PV and excess of thermal energy from the
greenhouse). Hence, the





Volume of the long-term storage tank
Volume of the local daily buffers
Size of the local heat pumps
Temperature levels of the energy carriers

need to be optimized.

2.2.4 Description of tasks and workflow
In the Collectopia cross-simulation EIFER, EDF and AIT are merging their modelling and simulation
expertise. EIFER specializes in choosing optimal technologies (e.g. components) and in calculating
optimal capacities for district energy needs, considering future economic trends and legislative and
environmental constraints. EDF provides expertize in the described use case and the design and
operation of DHN’s and heat pumps. AIT specializes in co-simulation and assesses the operational
performance in high time resolution, focussing on the controllability of complex systems. The workflow
of the cross-simulation is depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: workflow for the Collectopia cross-simulation
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2.3 SmartFab/FlexOffice to Nordhavn cross-simulation (KIT-DTU)
2.3.1 System Configuration
The SmartFab/FlexOffice to Nordhavn system configuration integrates KIT’s SmartFab/FlexOffice system
configuration into the Nordhavn system configuration. Nordhavn’s model comprises a detailed electrical
and distributed heat network description, various bridging units to electricity to heat, thermal and
electric storage devices, electric vehicles (EV) and supporting elements for electric vehicles (EVSE,
usually the charging infrastructure) as well as a supervisory control centre. KIT’s SmartFab/FlexOffice
system is integrated into Nordhavn. It affects all super-structures of Nordhavn like the heating and
electrical infrastructure, the DER and the supervisory control. The configuration is depicted in Fig. 6.
SmartFab/FlexOffice to Nordhavn System Configuration for Cross-Simulation
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Fig. 6: schematic illustration of the integration of a SmartFab-FlexOffice building block into Norhavn-system

2.3.2 Use-case description for the cross-simulation
The cross-simulation between KIT and DTU is used to develop and characterize modelling and simulation
approaches supporting the transfer of complex component-models into large system models comprising
many components of low complexity. Hence, KIT’s models of the SmartFab/FlexOffice are transferred as
“complex” components into the Nordhavn model and simulated on DTU’s toolchain.

2.3.3 Cross-simulation goals
The main goal of the “SmartFab/FlexOffice to Nordhavn” cross-simulation is of methodological nature,
as the cross-simulation is used to develop and characterize model-transfer approaches. The aim is to
find a proper level of abstraction of the SmartFab/FlexOffice component-model while preserving their
most important physical characteristics. Additionally, the cross-simulation serves to transfer expertise
by example, e.g. model-predictive control approaches from KIT to DTU.
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2.3.4 Description of tasks and workflow
The workflow of the cross-simulation is described by three major steps. In Step 1 KIT prepares the
model, controller and data description and package according to the PreCISE approach and transfers
them to DTU. In Step 2 DTU sets up the model with the toolchain used to model Nordhavn and runs the
simulation. Step 3 is related to the evaluation and comparison of DTU’s and KIT’s simulation and
optimization results of the transferred SmartFab/FlexOffice model.
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2.4 Nordhavn to SmartFab/FlexOffice cross-simulation (DTU-KIT)
2.4.1 System Configuration
The system configuration of the Nordhavn to SmartFab/FlexOffice cross-simulation comprises the
SmartFab/FlexOffice system (SFFO) and specific parts of the Nordhavn system. The SFFO configuration
was extended by the district heating network components like the pipes and local (DER) consumers and
the huge, quartier battery model. The Nordhavn to SFFO system configuration is sketched in Fig. 7.
Nordhavn to SmartFab/FlexOffice System Configuration for Cross-Simulation
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Fig. 7: schematic illustration of the integration of Nordhavn into the SmartFab/FlexOffice system

2.4.2 Use-case description for the cross-simulation
1. Heating Network in KIT Tool-Chain
2. Transfer Battery model and run in KIT tool-chain
This cross-simulation between DTU and KIT investigates, if the specific parts of the Nordhavn system
configuration can be replicated in the KIT’s toolchain. This approach is of specific interest for both
partners, as control paradigms like model predictive control developed by KIT might be meaningful to be
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implemented in the Nordhavn model as well. However, it is unclear if the simulation approaches can be
combined due to


Nordhavn’s complex model. The modelled district heating network consists of 153 nodes and
152 pipes with a length of about 3,8 km and a heat demand of about 4 MW;



Strong differences in the timing resolution of the models (seconds versus hours).

2.4.3 Cross-simulation goals

2.4.4 Description of tasks and workflow
The workflow is shown in Fig. 8. After the preparation of the test case and test specification documents
in the PreCISE format KIT implements the model into its toolchain (Matlab/Simulink). Both, the
implementation of the test specification TS1a of the Nordhavn model in KIT’s toolchain and the results
of KIT’s simulation are analysed and discussed with DTU. The results of the analysis will yield an
optimized version of the test specification TS1b.

Fig. 8: workflow of the Nordhavn cross-simulation

This cross-simulation will reveal:
1. possible limits on upscaling caused by toolchains and changes in modelling paradigms,
2. the principle usability of model predictive control techniques for large district heating networks,
3. simulation inaccuracies stimulated by model simplification (e.g. in the case of the integration of
the simple Nordhavn battery model to KIT’s smart fab).
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2.5 FlexOffice model prediction control (KIT)
2.5.1 System Configuration
The system configuration of FlexOffice contains an office building with three floors and a basement.
Several thermal devices such as radiators, a concrete core activation system and a heat buffer as well as
a heat pump convert electric energy to heat. Electric power is provided be solar power and the grid. The
building is special as it comprises an activatable concrete core as heat storage element. Additionally, it
contains a large water tank to store heat. The system configuration is depicted in Fig. 9 on the right side.

Fig. 9: FlexOffice system configuration

2.5.2 Use-case description for the simulation
The FlexOffice system configuration is used to evaluate a use case related to control optimization.
The FlexOffice use case investigates control optimization strategies, which utilizes a model predictive
control approach. Hence, a model is used to predict future states of the system (e.g. the internal
temperature in a room) and controls the operation of the components (heat pump, valves, buffer
temperature, …) to achieve an optimum control scheme.

2.5.3 Simulation goals
In the FlexOffice use cases three goals are addressed:


Firstly, the room temperature shall stay at a constant level (KPI 1).



Secondly, large power demand peaks shall be avoided (KPI 2) and



thirdly, electrical grid stability shall by supported by controlling the electrical energy flow to the
heat pump and storing excess electrical energy in the hot water buffer (KPI 3).

The objective function is formulated as a weighted sum of the KPIs 1-3 defined above.

2.5.4 Description of tasks and workflow
The model, simulation and model predictive controller are set up in Matlab/Simulink. Various simulation
runs have been performed to find the optimal system setting in a simulation utilizing model predictive
control scheme.
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2.6 SmartFab/FlexOffice (SFFO) electrical peak shaving simulation (KIT)
2.6.1 System Configuration
In addition to the FlexOffice simulation, KIT investigated to which extend electrical peaks can be reduced
in a locally confined system, comprising a smart electronic production site (SmartFab) and the flexible
controllable office building (FlexOffice), see Fig. 10. For simulation purposes, the electrical power is
provided by KIT’s solar field. An MWh battery and several small batteries in a battery lab provide
electrical storage. All electrical load data of the production fab is recorded in real time by smart meters
and used as input for the model.
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Fig. 10: SmartFab/FlexOffice system configuration

Fig. 11 depicts the component breakdown of the SFFO system configuration. The thermal power domain
is mainly determined by the power needs of FlexOffice, while the electrical power is consumed in both
parts, the FlexOffice and the SmartFab.
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Fig. 11: system configuration component diagram for KIT’s peak electrical shaving use case
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2.6.2 Use-case description for the simulation
The SmartFab/FlexOffice system is used to optimize the battery and PV plant size for minimum electric
energy supply costs considering economic, environmental costs and the electrical peaks on the grid. The
economically optimal system design is evaluated for its ability to reduce the electrical peaks in the grid.
The peaks are either caused by excessing solar power generation or by controllable and uncontrollable
power demand. The load considered within the system mainly includes the machines in the SmartFab
and the electrical consumers in the FlexOffice.

2.6.3 Simulation goals
The peak energy used from or fed back into the grid is supposed to be reduced by using batteries and
thermal storage systems. However, from a technical point of view it is obvious that for 100% peak
shaving a large battery is required. However, from an economical point of view maximum electrical
peaks only partly contribute to the electrical energy supply costs. Hence, the objective of this simulation
is to find the optimum for the energy supply costs, considering peak power as part of the overall energy
supply cost. For this specific plant design, we evaluate the peak energy demand. Therefore, the key
performance indicator (KPI) integrates the energy costs (electricity consumption in kWh and peak power
in kW) as well as the investment cost for the battery and an appropriately sized PV plant. The capacity of
the thermal storage system provided by the FlexOffice is not included in the optimization.
Three different scenarios are investigated:


In scenario 1 we assume currently valid German price tariffs for electrical energy as well as
investment costs for the battery (820 €/kWh) and the PV plant (800 €/kWp).



In Scenario 2 we used much lower prices for the battery (410 kWh ) and the PV plant (560 €/kWp),
while the consumption rates for the electricity are assumed to stay constant.



Scenario 3 additionally considers environmental costs (CO2). Electrical energy provided by the grid
is invoiced to 13.6 ct/kWh, while PV generated energy is allowed for 1.6 ct/kWh. The battery and
PV investment costs are identical to scenario 1.

Another goal of the simulation has been the company-internal utilization of the PreCISE approach to
exchange model and modelling experience. The two researcher groups working on the
SmartFab/FlexOffice use case have different domain backgrounds. By using the PreCISE valuable insights
of the application of the PreCISE approach should be gained.

2.6.4 Description of tasks and workflow
The model, simulation and optimization are set up in Matlab/Simulink. Various simulation runs have
been performed to find the optimal system setting in a simulation utilizing model predictive control
scheme. Different numerical optimization methods like Genetic evolution and Interior point algorithm
have been evaluated.
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3

Summary of the analysis results

Considering all cross-simulations and the partners’ individually performed simulations one can
summarize, that within the SmILES project five different aspects were investigated and optimized
utilizing different approaches. These major aspects considered are the location of the energy site, the
selection of components comprising the system configuration, the distribution and size of the
components within the system, the control strategy used to operate the system
Upscaling (development of an approach and results) -> see D5.5
As our controller is based on optimal control, optimization is used within the controlling process. In
contrast to for example sizing of components, we rather perform operational optimization meaning that
we compute optimal inputs to our system. In other words, the result of our optimization is an optimal
input sequence, not a specific parameter or location of a component
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Fig. 12: Overview of the diversity of optimization goals addressed in SmILES
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3.1 Analysis of the Smartdorf cross-simulation (AIT-EDF) results
This form introduces an optimization model that is intended to be used within a model predictive
control (MPC) scheme. A quadratic mathematical programming approach is used. Open-loop results for
two days are shown. The model works as expected and is intended to be used in closed loop within a cosimulation approach. The low-fidelity model of the MPC is thereby coupled with a high-fidelity model.
The MPC is updated every 15 minutes with the current state of the high-fidelity model and run to find
optimal set-points for the next day. Only the optimal set-points for the current time step are applied to
the model. This procedure is repeated for an entire year.

3.2 Analysis of Collectopia cross-simulation (EIFER-EDF-AIT) results

3.3 Analysis of SmartFab/FlexOffice cross-simulation (KIT-DTU) results

3.4 Analysis of Nordhavn cross-simulation (DTU-KIT) results
The two main parts of the Nordhavn system configuration are a district heating network (DHN) and an
electrical grid, which are coupled through conversion devices such as boilers or heat pumps. DTU uses a
co-simulation approach for simulating the different domains in a joint fashion.
KIT utilizes Matlab and Simulink for modelling, simulation, as one of KIT’s simulation-focus is optimal
and predictive control for energy systems, and Matlab is well suited for these kinds of simulation. Both
techniques, optimal and model predictive control are well suited for an effective operation and optimal
control of energy grids. Additionally, extremely useful external information such as weather forecasts
and technical limitations like power transfer limitations can be considered in a model predictive control
approach. For MPC, a model is required usually coming in form of an ordinary differential equation.
Here, the model should capture the relevant physical effects but at the same time should be simple
enough to render the resulting numerical optimization problems tractable. This is especially important
in case of electrical and thermal grids as they can become large adding additional computational
complexity.
By the implementation of Nordhavn’s model into KIT’s tool chain two aspects of the cross simulation
could be answered.


Firstly, KIT’s tool chain is well suited to handle larger models. As the model is based on assumptions
as laminar flow and incompressible fluids, a linear relationship between the mass flows and
pressure drops between all nodes could be formulated. The simulation runs smoothly and the
limited computational resources provided by a single workstation with an Intel iCore 7 (3.6 Ghz
clock frequency) and 32 GB memory do not burden the calculation. Fig. 13 shows exemplary results
for the pressure in the district heating network modelled by KIT. In the upper-left subfigure, the
resulting pressures are visualized. A blue line corresponds to a pipe of the overall 3800 m long
heating network. The pressures at the 153 nodes are indicated by the colors (red corresponds to a
high pressure whereas blue corresponds to a low pressure at the corresponding node). The
remaining subfigures show the mass flows at consumer nodes which correspond to the heat
demand and the resulting pressure profile.
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Secondly, by the successful transfer of Nordhavn’s DHN model into KIT’s tool chain all requirements
for model predictive control and optimization are fulfilled. A simulated example of an MPC
controller in KIT’s toolchain is given in chapter 3.6 of this document The design of an MPC
controller for the DHN network of the Nordhavn cross-simulation itself, however, was not part of
the cross simulation.

Fig. 13: District heating pressure results.

Part 2: (Zhichao)
Battery Integration: “It was just a tiny stupid problem, but took me almost 3 hours to find what the real
problem is. The delay unit in our system was continuous, it need to be changed to discrete for their
battery model. The whole battery capacity is different with this wrong type of delay.”
… Detailed results to follow
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3.5 Analysis of FlexOffice model prediction control results (KIT)
We evaluated the results from the controlled FlexOffice along three criteria: The comfort level which
means “how close” the room temperature stays at 21°C, the energy cost and the total energy demand.
Furthermore, we evaluated the differences in these criteria with and without a concrete core activation
system.
The simulation results can be summarized as follows: One of our first observations was that when model
predictive controller (MPC) is used for temperature tracking with a corresponding tracking objective,
there is almost no difference compared to a classical PI controller in all target metrics mentioned before.
This is not surprising given the close relationship between MPC and LQR (Linear Quadratic Regulator)
controllers in absence of state/input constraints.
When using a weighted sum of the before mentioned KPIs as stage cost for MPC, a different MPC
system behavior can be induced. By choosing the weighting coefficients appropriately, one can lower
energy demand or energy cost. Our simulation results furthermore indicate that these goals are
conflicting, e.g. a low energy demand also leads to a low thermal comfort in general. As an additional
result, we get that a concrete core activation system can improve the “load shifting capabilities” of the
building. This means, that it is way easier to store energy in walls and ceilings then directly in the room
temperature, as the energy from the concrete core dissipates only slowly into the room, i.e. one can
“charge” the concrete core with very high powers when energy is cheap (which is not easily possible
without CCA).
A detailed investigation of these phenomena including numerical data can be found in
P. Zwickel, A. Engelmann, L. Gröll, V. Hagenmeyer, D. Sauer, T. Faulwasser, A Comparison of Economic
MPC Formulations for Thermal Building Control, IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid Conference 2019,
(2019).
As the corresponding conference proceedings are not appeared yet, we provide a preliminary version in
the appendix to this document.

3.6 Analysis of SmartFab/FlexOffice electrical peak shaving optimization results (KIT)
The objective function of the SmartFab/FlexOffice calculates the electricity supply costs. The costs
consists of the electricity consumption bills and the cost for integration of energy storage and PV
generation into local energy system. The most economic solution is tested for its ability to mitigate
electrical peaks in the grid.
The simulation and optimization result reveals that the electricity supply cost of system is strongly
dominated by the investment and depreciation costs for the battery and PV plant. the objective function
is almost monotone increasing with battery size, which indicates that installing no battery and PV is
preferable from a purely economical perspective. However, environmental protection can bring us longterm benefits other than immediate interests. We are willing to pay more money at present to increase
the utilization of renewable energy sources and reduce the CO2 emission for a sustainable development
path.
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Fig. 14: Peak shaving with the Battery Energy Storage

Fig. 15: Sensitivity Analysis of Battery and PV Capacity in Local Energy System

Fig. 10 shows the relationship between objective function, CO2-emission amount, system selfconsumption rate, renewable share in the local energy mix and the capacity of energy storage. In our
simulation assumption, the sizes of battery energy capacity and photovoltaics power capacity are
proportional, in order to better utilize the redundant renewable generation. The installation of PV and
battery provides significant increase in electricity self-consumption rate and renewable share. The CO2
emission due to the energy consumption also drops considerably. All these three factors asymptotically
flatten if the capacity size continue to increase. This is because the renewable generation from
photovoltaics during winter and cloudy days are much lower than normal condition. Improving the
renewable supply for the electricity demand in these days requires much more additional battery and
PV capacity. Therefore, blindly adding the capacity of battery and PV for reducing CO2 emission is not
the optimum solution. To find out the suitable size in this case, we discuss this trade-off in our Scenario
3, where we put the environmental cost into the consideration of the objective function. And in
Scenario 2, we investigate the economical competitiveness for foreseeable future with a price fall in the
cost for the infrastructure
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In the simulation, our objective function is to minimize the economic cost, which consists of electricity
consumption bills and the cost for integration of energy storage and renewable generation into local
energy system. The simulation and optimization result reveals that the objective function is almost
monotone increasing with battery size, which indicates that installing no battery and PV is preferable
from a purely economical perspective. However, environmental protection can bring us long-term
benefits other than immediate interests. We are willing to pay more money at present to increase the
utilization of renewable energy sources and reduce the CO2 emission for a sustainable development
path.

Fig. 16: Sensitivity Analysis of Battery and PV Capacity in Local Energy System

Fig. 10 shows the relationship between objective function, CO2-emission amount, system selfconsumption rate, renewable share in the local energy mix and the capacity of energy storage. In our
simulation assumption, the sizes of battery energy capacity and photovoltaics power capacity are
proportional, in order to better utilize the redundant renewable generation. The installation of PV and
battery provides significant increase in electricity self-consumption rate and renewable share. The CO2
emission due to the energy consumption also drops considerably. All these three factors asymptotically
flatten if the capacity size continue to increase. This is because the renewable generation from
photovoltaics during winter and cloudy days are much lower than normal condition. Improving the
renewable supply for the electricity demand in these days requires much more additional battery and
PV capacity. Therefore, blindly adding the capacity of battery and PV for reducing CO2 emission is not
the optimum solution. To find out the suitable size in this case, we discuss this trade-off in our Scenario
3, where we put the environmental cost into the consideration of the objective function. And in
Scenario 2, we investigate the economical competitiveness for foreseeable future with a price fall in the
cost for the infrastructure.

The purpose of the test is to optimize the size of the battery and to investigate the role of the battery in
our local energy system. With the optimization result of the three different scenarios under test, we find
out when a battery is necessary and valuable.
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In Scenario 1, the price related to PV and battery system dominate the total cost. The objective function
of battery size is monotonically increasing. Therefore, the optimized battery size in this case is 0. The
result indicates that from a purely economic perspective considering the present status, using electricity
directly from the grid without battery storage is more cost-effective. One possible reasons for this
unexpected result is the high cost of the batteries and PV system. According to the proportion of
components in the objective function, the power price and self-consumed tax are less influential. The
electricity cost drops as the battery size increase and then reaches a steady state. The cost and feed-in
income of the system both increase with system size, but the income is less due to a smaller slope and
self-consumption at the beginning. We might improve the PV outcome by adding PV peak power with a
given battery capacity. However, we want to make the most of renewable energy instead of having too
much surplus renewable generation. The target of SmILES project is to maximize the renewable share,
which can be indicated as self-sufficiency in the PV battery system. A test on similar PV battery system
have illustrated the relationship between battery size, PV size and self-sufficiency performance as
shown in Figure 8 [1]. Considering our assumption of specific costs are close, the constraint for the PV
power is a reasonable setting to get higher degree of self-sufficiency, but it also limit the possible
improvement with extra PV or battery.

Figure 1 Self-sufficiency in dependence of PV system and battery size normalized to the annual electricity demand [1]

Another most likely reason is that the 2014 version of Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG) and its latest
update in 2017 attempt to both support and restrict the growth in PV capacity. As can be seen from
Figure 9 [7], the feed in tariff for new PV system has been significantly cut. Meanwhile, the electricity
price is rising gradually. The combined effect is that the newly installed PV system is not sufficient to
cover the system cost.

Figure 9 Feed-in tariff for PV power as function of commissioning date [7]
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In Scenario 2, the costs of PV and battery systems are significantly reduced. Therefore, the sum of cost
reduction related to electricity load and feed-in income of PV generation is possible to compensate the
costs of the system with suitable battery and PV size.

 Savings are 60€ at the optimum???

Regarding to Scenario 3, the cost of CO2 is very expensive as shown in Figure 10. This makes it
particularly valuable to reduce the electricity consumption from the grid. As the result, there is also an
optimal point for our decision variable to minimize the total cost.
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Figure 10 Components of the objective function Scenario 3

